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This book starts the reader on a journey through time, with a short history of folding knives,
leading to the evolution of the first switchblade. Progressing through time, wonderful photos
illustrate the descriptions of switchblades. Throughout the book, highlighted sections showcase
specific details that will be most helpful to collectors. Also included are facts about knifemakers
styles, patterns, tang stamps, and a complete illustrated glossary. Contents Include: The first
ever comprehensive publication about Italian switchblade knives, featuring knives and history
from the late 1700s to the 1970s. Pictured within this hardbound book are nearly 200 beautiful
photos and ephemera of the most unique and rarest Italian switchblades. Actual-size photos
span more than two centuries of knifemaking history. Also pictured are catalog pages and
advertisements, as well as historical photos. Extensive research has gone into this book to
present never-before-published information which clears up and dispells many myths. Entire
sections are dedicated to the most sought-after knifemaking companies, such as: Latama
Coricama Mauro Mario Details about the knifemakers and businessmen involved behind the
knives reveal who the major players shaping the switchblade industry and who made knives for
other companies.
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conjures images from hundreds of movies: James Dean defending his honor at the planetarium;
Glenn Ford disarming Vic Morrow in the classroom; Ernest Borgnine and Frank Sinatra facing off
in a Honolulu alley. People who have never seen an automatic knife in person have been force-
fed media images for fifty years. And those images have endowed the humble automatic knife
with some fairly heavy social baggage, demonstrating the old Hollywood axiom that image is
everything. Viewed from a pragmatic perspective, the chief historical function of the automatic
knife has been that of a simple tool, useful when one needs a knife that is both small and can be
opened with one hand. More mothers and grandmothers wielded switchblades in the last
century than all the teenage gang bangers together. With the sock stretched over the darning
egg, one hand held the work while the handy little Schrade could be opened one-handed to cut
the thread. Or the stockman could hold an animal’s lead and perform whatever task was at hand
by flipping open his Case 6171. Not to be disingenuous, of course, the automatic knife was also
identified as a favorite of teenage bad boys at least as early as 1950 (“The Toy that Kills,” Ladies
Home Companion, November 1950, p. 38ff). In any case, both descriptions probably lack
something of the truth, especially by the 1950s.Switchblade. The very word itself may bear some
of the responsibility for the negative image that led to its being banned in 1958. And such a
perfect word it is. Somehow it is hard to imagine “press button,” “push button,” “automatic,” or
even “spring knife”engendering sufficient media and governmental attention to accomplish what
the 1958 Switchblade Act accomplished. What a word, switchblade. And we don’t even know
where the word came from. It first appeared in the nineteenth century as a variant of knife switch,
a device for closing an electrical circuit, but there is no evidence of any transfer from electricity to
automatic knife. Most dictionaries, including those devoted to slang, suggest that the word first
appeared about 1946, but provide no etymology or other information about its origin. The most
intriguing source suggests that the first written use of the word can be found in Langston
Hughes’ poem “The Negro Mother.” This is an appealing detail in that much slang has always
derived from one subculture or another, and African-American culture has probably been the



richest source. The problem is that no available copy of the poem contains the word. This does
not mean that Hughes did not use the term, perhaps in an earlier draft, but it creates a dead end
to that particular search.Despite the mystery surrounding the origin of the word, there is one
aspect that is nearly universal. Ask anyone, whether a person who has only seen switchblades
in the movies or an advanced collector, to close his eyes and visualize a switchblade and almost
without exception he will think of an Italian stiletto. Considering that both the term and the knife
arrived in this country almost simultaneously in the years after World War II, it is perhaps not
surprising that the two are essentially synonymous. Of course, there are switchblades that are
not Italian stilettos, and there are Italian stilettos that are not switchblades, but to the mainstream
culture of the modern world they amount to the same thing.So it is not surprising that the hottest
area of switchblade collecting and the richest area for historical study is the Italian stiletto—not
that much background is known. As with the word itself, much of the history of the Italian
switchblade is rather murky, but a good bit of painstaking research has provided some of the
answers. Before we dive into that discussion, however, several things need to be observed. First,
these Italian switchblades have more in common with baseball cards and comic books than with
fine Renaissance daggers or even Randall knives. Even Latama, the purveyor of perhaps the
finest quality knives, advertised switchblades as “novelties”. And even the Italian craftsmen who
made the knives didn’t take them seriously. The blades were seldom hardened—meaning that
they would not hold an edge—nor were they intended to be working knives or used for anything
—except perhaps stabbing. Perhaps part of the enduring charm of the Italian stilettos is their
essential uselessness. In truth, their only real virtues are that they look neat and that there is
something quintessentially cool about a knife that opens by pushing a button. While there are a
few instances of an Italian switchblade being used in a fight—and those instances are very few,
despite what unsubstantiated media reports say—it would not be a serious knife fighter’s choice
of weapon. Any decent fixed-blade military or hunting knife would be a much better choice. But
the psychological effect, a slim blade whipping out with a sinister “snick,” the characteristic that
Hollywood has exploited in over 400 films,that is an advantage that belongs to the switchblade
alone.In the pages that follow, you will see appealing blades, unique knives, beautiful handles,
and intricate mechanisms. As with so many collectibles, however, most of these characteristics
were incidental to their original manufacture. Collectors wax poetically over the beauty of the
horn scales. Enthusiasts talk at length about minor variations in button attachment and
placement, about minor variations in mechanism, about differences between steel and brass
liners, about short versus long bolsters, about slight differences in blade grinds. Little of this was
of importance to the knifemakers themselves except as it made their task easier, speeded up the
process, or represented an improvement in function. Which is not to say that the cutlers did nor
take pride in their work. In fact, it is the fact that they did take such pride that accounts for much
of the knives’ appeal today. But these old cutlers were also realists and never thought that they
were laboring in “the golden age” of switchblades or turning out objets d’arts for the ages.Before
Switchblades: The Folding KnifeThis knife is the oldest known Italian switchblade, circa late



1700s-1800. It is marked Prioletta, the name of an old Italian cutlery family. The knife measures
13” long and features horn handles. The release button and rocking arm are all exposed. The
picklock blade release is similar to those of the 1950s.A stick for digging termites may have
been early man’s first tool, but his first tool of significance was the knife. In fact, the knife remains
as important today as it ever was, and it could be argued that it was a more important
technological advance than even the wheel. Without a knife in some form, grain could not have
been harvested, meat could not have been butchered, enemies could not have been
dispatched. Do you believe your computer to be indispensable? Consider your knife. You
couldn’t eat, dress, or shave without the knife in one of its myriad forms. From childbirth to the
guillotine, some sharp-edged cutting tool is part of the absolute, visceral fabric of our
lives.Considering the importance of knives in the development of human civilization, it is little
wonder that the history and development of cutlery is an impossibly broad subject for any one
study, but before we focus on automatic knives, some background information may prove useful.
From the earliest flint scraper or obsidian blade, there was a steady—but slow—progression in
the technology of cutlery from the first metal knives of bronze through the iron age up to the
development of steel. Before there could be automatic knives, though, there had to be folding
knives. For whatever reason—convenience or concealment one must assume— some
enterprising knifemaker living in the Roman Empire created the folding knife. These first folders
lacked a backspring and were held in position, open or closed, solely by friction. Early metal
springs were used on the first wheelock rifles in the middle of the sixteenth century and were
rather too large and crude-looking to have had much attraction for knifemakers. Today, the term
“spring knife” may conjure up an image of a modern automatic, but the term originally referred to
the first folding knives to be constructed with a back spring, which helped hold a knife open or
closed and was invented sometime around the middle of the eighteenth century. What seems to
have made possible this revolutionary step in the history of the folding knife was the invention of
a much improved and much smaller spring by the clockmaker Benjamin Huntsman, in 1742.This
modification marked a significant advance in the utility of the folding knife, and the fascination
and experimentation with springs that must have been involved resulted shortly thereafter in a
spring-fired folding blade knife, a knife better known today as a switchblade. The first spring-fired
blade that can be authenticated appeared in Europe, probably Italy, in the late eighteenth
century, with knifemakers in other countries, especially France and England, not far
behind.Those first automatic knives of the late 1700s-early 1800s, including those made in Italy,
were not so far removed from the modern stiletto-style Italian switchblades. Upon comparison,
both feature a “picklock” style of holding the blade in the open position. Both have a long,
slender blade, a leaf kickspring, and a similar button and pin mechanism to release the blade.
As with modern Italian knives, horn and stag were used as handle materials some 200 years
ago. There are, however, also several differences between the two. The early models have an
exposed rocking button while modern Italian knives conceal the entire pivoting mechanism
inside the handle. The earliest switchblade knives extant were also made without handguards. It



is the method of construction though that marks the biggest difference. While twentieth-century
switchblades are still assembled by hand, all of the parts are to some extent mass-produced. By
contrast, all late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century knives were handmade, one at a
time.A mystery surrounds the early Italian switchblades: from about 1830 until 1900, there are no
known examples of an automatic knife having been made in Italy. Since northeastern Italy was
part of the Austrian Empire from 1816 until 1866, knife historians speculate that Imperial laws
prohibited the manufacture—and probably the possession—of switchblade knives. However, no
conclusive proof has yet been found. This lack of automatic knives obviously doesn’t apply to
England and France, which were producing excellent automatic knives throughout the century.
In the early 1900s—and about 1920 in the cutlery capital of Maniago—Italy began once again to
produce multiple variations of the classic stiletto switchblade. Since then, succeeding
generations of Italian knifemakers have continued the craftsmanship of their forefathers and
have produced wonderfully appealing knives in both new and traditional styles.For converting
centimeters to inches,use the following table of approximate values:12cm4-3/4”14cm5-1/2”16cm
6-1/4”18cm7”20cm7-7/8”23cm9”28cm11”33cm13”38cm15”45cm17-3/4”Ca. 1760The first
Italian automatic knives are made1816-1866Northeastern Italy is part of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire and no automatics are produced—apparently by law.1900-1920The first stiletto
switchblade is produced in Maniago; it has symmetrical guards and a dagger blade.
Switchblades are probably being produced in Frosolone/Campobasso at this time also.1930sA
budding switchblade industry exists in Maniago. All knives are handmade with offset flat two-part
guards; both bayonet and dagger blades appear, but the bayonet pattern eventually
prevails.1940Italy’s entry into World War II means that Maniago switches to the manufacture of
war materiel.1946American GIs begin returning home with Italian stilettos and create a market;
the word “switchblade” becomes common in American English about this
time.1947-1948Latama enters, perhaps creates, the market; Mauro Mario soon forms a large
consortium made up of many craftsmen.1950-54Latama experiments with several “square
button” designs, including a swivel bolster release, and adds the kris blade to many models; one-
piece stamping of bolsters and guards increases the speed of production as does the
accompanying shift from pinned on rockers to stamped “D-ears.” Coricama, Edwin Jay, and
IMCO produce knives with “shell-wrap” handles rather than stag or horn.1954The state of New
York prohibits the sale of switchblades.1958The Federal Switchblade Act passes Congress;
production of switchblades in Maniago slows.Ca. 1960The “transitional” period begins; the early
models compare favorably with picklock switchblades, having stamped liners, attractive horn,
and nickel-silver bolsters. Soon, however, quality begins to decline.Ca. 1962The swivel bolster
becomes universal on the stiletto.Ca. 1962Indiana Cutlery produces new-look Italian
switchblades with fishtail and lever actions as well as reissuing many older patterns.Ca.
1980The production of bolster-release switchblades takes off; this boom includes “kit” knives
and Asiatic clonesCa 2000AKC (the Campolin family); Armando Beltrame, Frank Beltrame, and
Indiana Cutlery produce switchblades in Maniago, some using traditional methods, others using



high tech machinesCa. 2000Frank Beltrame produces commemorative picklock
switchbladesThe Evolution of the Italian SwitchbladeCompared with the significant amount of
material available about American knives, it has been difficult to acquire in formation about the
Italian switchblade. Where American knife companies have records and a far greater number of
knife owners and collectors from which to draw information, about all that exists about Italians is
the collective knowledge of those that have loved them over the years and the theories that have
been postulated. These theories are based on sketchy evidence, but it is the only evidence that
exists. Memories fade, records are vague, and there are few people still alive who were involved
in the industry before World War II. Through research in the cutlery museum in Maniago,
interviews with some of the surviving makers, and many conversations with serious collectors of
many years in the United States, what is here is the sum total of what has been found. A great
debt of gratitude is owed to our friends in Maniago, Angelo Campolin, Gianni Campolin, and
grandson Angelo Campolin, for their hospitality, and their invaluable help with this book.There
are three significant cutlery centers in Italy: Maniago, Frosolone, and Scarperia. There is some
evidence of automatic knives having been made in Scarperia but no available examples. There
were, however, switchblades produced in Frosolone before World War II (which will be
discussed later). Essentially, though, talking about the Italian stiletto means talking about
Maniago.The small but charming city of Maniago is located at the foot of the Italian Alps on the
Venuti Plain about an hour’s drive north of Venice, so far north that there is a significant Austrian
influence. In fact, the region of Friulia, in which Maniago lies, was once part of the Austrian
empire. Though the city was founded more than a thousand years ago, the roots of the cutlery
industry in Maniago go back to the middle of the fifteenth century. Before the industrial revolution
and the advent of steam power, a town or city could become a manufacturing center only if a
steady flow of water was available. For Maniago, that moment came with the creation of an
artificial canal that diverted water from the Colvera River to power the water wheels of the city.
Creating the canal was essential to provide power to multiple locations since the area was rich in
both iron and coal. The iron mines provided the raw material; coal provided the heat and water
provided the power. As the metalworking industry began to flourish, Maniago produced plows,
sickles, and farming implements as well as hatchets, knives, and other cutting implements. By
the eighteenth century, the skills of the “favri da fin”, or finishing blacksmiths, had progressed to
the point of producing smaller knives, scissors, and even surgical instruments. Throughout the
next century, small family run shops continued to produce various cutlery items, and by the late
1800’s, the “Societa Cooperativa della Premiata Industria Fabbrille di Maniago” was formed. This
was a Maniago metalworkers’ cooperative that was formed to promote the local products on the
world market and help compete with Solingen,Germany,Thiers,France,Sheffield, England, and
Toledo, Spain.Around 1907 a German entrepreneur named Albert Marx came to Maniago. He
owned some factories in Solingen and introduced to northern Italy some new and more
sophisticated methods of production, and encouraged the development of the “cottage industry”
style of manufacture that then existed in Germany. He established a firm that eventually became



the Coricama Company. That acronym represents COltelerie RIunite di CAslino e di MAniago,
Caslino being the name of a nearby town where Marx lived and located another factory. It is
about this time that switchblades in the stiletto form started to appear in any quantity, but other
styles almost certainly existed previously.One group of cutlers, who used the stamp “PREMIATA
SOCIETA-COOP MANIAGO” produced some classic switchblade stilettos with stag handles—
though not in large numbers—from about 1920 to 1923. The local company Sina &C. had similar
stilettos listed in 15, 18, 33, 38, & 45 cm in a 1925 catalogue.There are also extant examples of
knives from this period stamped “Colt. Riunite”, but curiously, if there are any marked Coricama,
they are exceptionally rare and unknown to modern collectors. These knives were mostly scaled
in stag, but were available with horn on request. It should be emphasized that these knives were,
for the most part, hand made. Although the tooling to produce standardized stiletto parts began
to appear in the 1930’s, from the turn of the century through WWII all the knives had some
common traits in their construction. The bolsters were in a variety of shapes similar to, but
slightly different from, modern knives because they were made of two pieces soldered together
to produce a unified bolster and guards. Collectors have designated the distinctive shape of
these two-piece bolsters as “flatguards.” The button mechanisms on these knives consisted of a
teeter-totter style of rocker. This rocker was supported on small angle brackets that were pinned
with tiny rivets to the liners. The kicksprings were usually dovetailed into the backspring, though
some early knives have been found with removable slip-in springs. These particular
characteristics of early modern stilettos were labor intensive and demanded a good deal of skill
to assemble. Overall, they were a bit more slender in appearance than later versions, and,as the
knife industry moved into the 1930’s, the shape of the knives began to change; horn became the
preferred scale material; standardization of parts became more common, and, by the end of the
decade, the Maniago switchblade was evolving into the picklock of the “Golden Years.” Another
characteristic common to many of the earliest knives, as well as to some of the production from
1945-1950, is that the locking hole goes all the way through the tang of the blade. This style of
locking hole provides some clue to dating an Italian stiletto, but one must not judge hastily
because all pre-war knives do not have the see-through locking hole while some post-war knives
do. Also, the locking pins were both larger and longer on these earlier knives. As a result, they
can be put through many, many cycles of opening and closing before they begin to wear out—a
trait not typical of many later knives.In the opinion of Angelo Campolin, this is one of the earliest
switchblades produced in Maniago.Frosolone knives in this style were made in the 1920’s and
1930’s. This example is marked Flli DiIorio, Flli being the abbreviation for fratelli, or brothers. The
guards have been ground off by one of the previous owners.This knife is also from the shop of
Flli. DiIorio, and scaled in beautiful horn. The length is approximately 7-3/8”.This 23cm knife is
stamped Maniago and features a dagger style blade and a fulcrum lever release. It also has
rather unusual front and rear bolsters. Circa 1920s.Another knife from Frosolone in a larger size,
and measuring 10-1/4”. The knife is marked G. Piscitelli, Frosolone with the stamp on the
tang.This knife is simply stamped Campobasso. Frosolone and Campobasso are two towns



within a short distance of each other. Though very similar to the other knives of this area, the
handmade nature of these knives is evident with subtle differences in handle and bolster shape,
and blade grind.It is quite difficult to find examples of these pre-1948 knives, for they were not
imported into the United States in large quantities. Most, in fact, probably came home with
tourists and, after 1944, with GIs. There just wasn’t much demand during the 1930s, and in any
case there was not a network in place to distribute them in any significant quantity.
Consequently, until the demand mushroomed and methods of distribution improved, the pre-war
style of manufacture continued.With the beginning of World War II, Italy had entered a war
economy, and just as Pietro Beretta shifted from shotguns to ordnance, Maniago retooled for the
war effort. While some people talk about “early 40’s” stilettos, there is no evidence of any
production during the war. The war, of course, changed the world in general and Europe in
particular. And along with Germany, as a belligerent member of the Axis, Italy suffered
devastating blows to its infrastructure, its politics, and its economy. As a result, from the end of
the war to the beginning of the golden age, the stiletto experienced another of its “transitional”
periods, culminating in the years 1951-52.Several things accounted for this transitional period.
As noted, most of the knives from the mid to late 40’s had traits similar to the pre-war knives in
their construction. Some continued to have pinned-on brackets, but most featured a newer style
that, for a lack of a better term, can be called “tab brackets”. A rectangular or semi-circular piece
of brass had a tab that fit into a slot in the liner. These were put into a jig and peened so they
attached to the liner, a simpler task than pinning the brackets to the liners. In addition, the
springs on these knives were usually dovetailed, and the overall quality of the finished product
was very good. The top bolsters were still in the flat guard style, but a few of the earlier rounded
guards have been noted, though these guards are much thinner than would become standard.
During this same period, the Latama company produced some of the rare “wasp body” patterns,
knives with thick, well-made bodies. Some knives from shortly after the war also had flat guards,
and these as well as the wasp bodies are highly desired by collectors. Early flatguard knives also
featured labor-intensive dovetailed springs. This dovetail spring detail is something that was
characteristic of Maniago knifemakers for a number of years, but not every knife has it.
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The confiscating security guard, “Nice overview of Italian Switchblade history.. I was very excited
to finally have a decent reference on Italian Swithcblades. I have often wonderedwhat sort of
origins these knives of mechanical wonderment and joy had. You will get an overviewof early
origin of these functional knives, their makers marks and various mechanical and
designconfigurations scale (handel) materials blade shapes and origianl advertising materials
as well as manufacturerhistory. A valuable addition to any serious knife collector or dealer the
best book on this topic on the market so far.”

Harry King, “Very Informative. Switchblades of Italy, has information that is necessary for
anyone wishing to collect Italian Stiletto Automatics. I found it to be entertaining, as well as
informative. I would certainly recommend this book to any enthusiast.”

Ray C., “A great book, very informative!. I really enjoyed this book! I never knew that so many
Italian companies made the same style stilettos, I pretty much thought it was just one company.
The pictures are great, I wish I owned some of them! A must have for serious knife collectors.”

Sandi, “A good introduction to the Italian Switchblade history.. Good introduction to the Italian
auto knives of the 1950's. It is by no means a comprehensive guide but provides information
about the various Importer/brands, styles, etc. Given the very reasonable price, it is well worth
the money.”

D in Ohio, “Good One. Great book great price..”

ANTHONY TELLS THE WAY IT IS AFTER USEING GOOD OR BAD, “help me to find what i
have been looking to buy for years. i collect knifes and know were they are didn't know the
names this book helped so i googled and here we are thank you all”

Stephanie Hibbins, “great. terrific book”

Bargain Hunter, “Great reference work!. A very interesting reference book relating to the history
of the switchblade whose market seemed to centre between Italy and the States.Some great
photographs of both the earlier designs (Latama) and the more recent knives.”

Saxonforge, “Great book, very important facts. If like so many other people you wonder why the
Italian stiletto looks like a toy then this book is a must. If you are a person that believes
switchblade stilettos are working knives don't get with this book.”

Elkabong!, “Five Stars. Great Book. Thank you”



Tyler Jabs, “Four Stars. Very informative and great illustrations.”

The book by Tim Zinser has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 61 people have provided feedback.
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